
If there is no walking platform in the attic, look at the space from the access opening only. There are 

many things in the attic, such as electrical wires, alarm wires, telephone or internet wiring, ductwork, 

insulation, and light fixtures that can be easily damaged if you step on them. The ceiling material is 

generally NOT designed to support your weight. Only a walking platform designed to hold your weight is 

suitable for you to walk on, so it is generally best to leave attic walking to the professional. Having said 

that, If you have a powerful flashlight and can get your head up into the attic space, there are some 

things you might like to take a look at. The first is any signs of moisture entry or staining from moisture 

on the underside of the roof. The second is the temperature. The attic should not be 20 degrees hotter 

than the outside air temperature anytime… summer, fall, winter, or spring. Third, look for any signs of 

animals. Rodent droppings, torn vent screens or nests are obvious signs of rodents. Fourth, make sure 

that insulation is even throughout the space with no voids or any areas that might be less than 8.5 

inches deep. As little as 5% missing insulation will reduce the attics’ “R” value up to 50%!  

Recently, I was in an attic space where arcing was occurring on a metal gas line from an exposed electric 

service wire. Turns out that a rodent had chewed through the insulation of the electric wire while 

standing on the gas line. Lucky for the home owner, the gas line was bonded and the circuit breaker 

tripped, but not before it had electrocuted the pack rat. I found him deader-than-a-door-nail with the 

wire still in his mouth. Years ago I found out why rodents like to chew electrical wiring from a good 

friend, Cole Greenberg, who was a past President of ASHI International, and an inspector in the Sedona 

area. Cole had called the Romex Corporation and asked them why rodents liked to chew their wiring? He 

was told by an engineer with the company that in the extrusion process, to facilitate the wire going 

through the vinyl application extrusion hole, the company used animal fat to lubricate the extrusion 

process. The rodents thought the vinyl on the outside of the wire was food! He asked them why they 

used animal fat, and he was told that the animal fat was inexpensive, did the job well, and thanks to 

rodents, the company sold a lot more wire! You don’t want animals in your attic! So take a good look at 

all the ventilation holes and other openings into your attic, and make sure they are properly screened. 

¼” wire mesh, or hardware cloth works best. The openings into the attic are important to allow air 

movement into the attic, which will reduce attic temperatures and reduce the possibility of 

condensation. If screened properly and if the screen is clean, the attic will remain cooler and stay free of 

animals. 

There are many new technologies available to help your attic space do a better job of being an attic, 

such as: 1. Ductwork cleaning and sealing  2. Radiant barriers, to minimize heat entry into the house 

through the attic floor.  3. Thermostatically controlled attic fans (including solar fans that operate off a 

solar charged battery) to reduce attic temperatures.  4.  Better insulations, like spray foam insulation 

that doesn’t move around and has an “R” value of about 9 per inch. Remember to have your ceiling 

holes sealed. This will eliminate dirt from the attic getting into your home and stop much of the heat 

transference from the house to the attic and the attic to the house that reduces so much energy 

efficiency. 

There are many things to consider when looking at an attic space. This is one space that can have a 

major impact on your home, comfort, and pocket book if the space and the systems it houses are not 

well maintained. I wish you well! 
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